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About the University Library. The University Library supports Washington and Lee’s central mission of teaching, learning and research in the liberal arts by providing a wide range of materials in all formats for use in the classroom, in student learning, and in faculty research and preparation for teaching, and by offering a highly skilled staff to assist faculty, students, and other users...

Citing Government Sources -- Advice and Examples - Citing ...
While the APA provides clear-cut instructions for citing standard publication types, some business resources have unique elements that make it necessary for us to make an interpretation of the APA rules. Some of the examples provided on this guide are adaptations made by the Bentley Library’s reference librarians for the Bentley University community.

APA Reference List Examples - Citing Online Business ...
Academics in different disciplines use different citation styles. In this guide, we will cover three different citation styles in detail. For those studying Social Sciences or Psychology, you will commonly use APA style. For those studying Humanities, you will commonly use MLA style. For those studying Visual Arts or History, you will commonly use Chicago style.

Home - Citing Sources (APA, MLA...) - Research Guides at ...
Many Social Science disciplines use APA format for citing sources. The most recent guide is the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association 6th Edition. See our additional page to format in-text or parenthetical citations.

APA Style - Citing Sources (Citation Styles) - LibGuides ...
Titles (Publication Manual, pp. 185-187) Capitalization: For all sources other than periodicals (that is, newspapers, magazines, and scholarly journals), capitalize the first word of the title and subtitle and proper nouns only. Do not capitalize the rest (see example below). All major words in periodical titles should be capitalized (for example, Psychology Today, Journal of Health Care for ...

APA Citation Examples - UMUC Library
The official APA Style Manual. In addition to providing guidance on grammar, the mechanics of writing, and APA style, this manual offers an authoritative reference and citation system.

APA Style - Citing Sources & Style Manuals - Research ...
This tutorial is designed for those who have no previous knowledge of APA Style. It shows users how to structure and format their work, recommends ways to reduce bias in language, identifies how to avoid charges of plagiarism, shows how to cite references in text, and provides selected reference examples.

Basics of APA Formatting - APA Style: Citing Your Sources ...
Citation style guides offer instruction and examples for properly formatting citations in a given citation style. This can include formatting for in-text citations, end-of-paper citations as well as formatting for the paper itself, including rules for title pages, page numbering, font style and size, section headers and more.

APA - Citing Your Sources - LibGuides at Empire State College
Citation style guides offer instruction and examples for properly formatting citations in a given citation style. This can include formatting for in-text citations, end-of-paper citations as well as formatting for the paper itself, including rules for title pages, page numbering, font style and size, section headers and more.

MLA - Citing Your Sources - LibGuides at Empire State College
Citation Machine™ helps students and professionals properly credit the information that they use. Cite sources in APA, MLA, Chicago, Turabian, and Harvard for free.
Citation Machine: Format & Generate Citations - APA, MLA ...
Q. How can I integrate a quotation into my own sentence? 1. Using a full sentence to introduce the quotation. Quotations need to be introduced appropriately using a signal phrase or sentence rather than being "dropped" into the paragraph with no context.

Q & A: Using Quotations, Citing Sources, and Formatting ...
When multiple sources provide the same information about historic events, you may provide a summary of these events without a reference. However, you found the information in just one source, be sure to cite it.

When You Don't Need to Cite - Citing Sources - Research ...
Documenting sources for images can be challenging, especially with the variety of new electronic resources now available. Many different style manuals exist.

Citing Images - Media - Research Guides at University of ...
In your Works Cited, include the title of the Bible, the version, and the publication information.. Here are some examples for citing print and online editions of the Bible: Example: Zondervan NIV Study Bible. General editor, Kenneth L. Barker, full rev. ed.,

MLA Style - Citing the Bible and other Biblical Resources ...
Citing sources Introduction. One of the most important aspects of academic writing is making use of the ideas of other people. This is important as you need to show that you have understood the materials that you have studied and that you can use their ideas and findings in your own way.

Citing sources - Using English for Academic Purposes
UNSW library offers students access to the full text of journals articles, newspapers, and other publications through searchable databases. They are usually accessed through the Library Resource Database, or through MyCourse materials.

Citing Different Sources with Harvard Referencing | UNSW ...
Government Reports. When citing government documents, provide as much information as you can. The citation largely follows the format for books where the author is the government office or department.

Research Guides: APA Style: Citing Your Sources: Census ...
The Online Writing Lab (OWL) at Purdue University houses writing resources and instructional material, and we provide these as a free service of the Writing Lab at Purdue.

Purdue OWL // Purdue Writing Lab
Learn how to cite articles, books, reports, theses, government documents, etc. using citation styles like APA, Chicago, IEEE, and more APA: Examples

APA - Citation Guide - Research Guides at Naval ...
Preparing a PowerPoint presentation in APA style? Follow the slideshow below for information on how to prepare your presentation.
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